3–West

Stacks RR Collections (National Union Catalogs)
NUC: United States
BLC: Britain
GVH: German
CUBI: Italian
CGO: French

West Elevator
Entrance to Stacks Reading Room

Classes on Level 3
AH
AHP
Arc
WID-LC BL-BX Class
WID-LC DE-DG Class Files
WID-LC PA
Philol portfolios

Groups:
ML, MLa-MLz
L, La-Lz
MG

Classes on Level 3
AH
AHP
Arc
WID-LC BL-BX Class
WID-LC DE-DG Class Files
WID-LC PA
Philol
US portfolios

East Elevator

LEGEND
Folio section
Portfolio section
HOLLIS terminal
Photocopier

Philo folios intershelved